Phase One
A Construct the New Brahan Hall.
B Relocate science labs from Amstuz and Fitzgibbons to New Brahan building along with all science support space and offices.
C Reconstruct Fitzgibbons Hall and Amstuz Hall.
D Construct the 700 car parking deck.
Phase Two
A  Build the additions on Williams Hall, Cogan Hall, and Hudson Hall.
B  Construct Arts Quad and Central Quad.
C  Construct the perimeter road, roundabout, and reconfigure the parking lots and primary sidewalks.
D  Renovate Williams Hall and Cogan Hall using the new additions as interim space during construction.
E  Move the Civil and Construction Technology program out of Hudson to the new addition at Williams.
F  Relocate Brahan science labs and offices to New Brahan.
G  Reconstruct the Siek theater, roof, and windows.
H  Renovate the Bruno Classroom Building.
I  Construct BTC Quad and South Quad.
Phase Three
A Reconstruct Hudson Hall and relocate the photography program, computer services, the Foundation, and the McDonough multi-purpose room into Hudson.
B Renovate the Bulmer Telecommunications Center.
C Renovate Guenther Enrollment Services Center.
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Phase Four
A  Renovate Marvin Library.
B  Relocate all business classrooms, offices, and support areas to the third floor of Fitzgibbons.
C  Construct oversized turf field and surface parking lot at the existing football and soccer field location.
Phase Five

A  Demolish the existing Higbee Hall and construct the New Higbee Hall.
B  Temporarily relocate Lang classrooms to the existing Brahan Hall.
C  Construct the car dealership program as an addition to Cogan Hall or at an alternate acquired site.
Phase Six
A  Demolish the existing Lang building and construct the new Lang building.
B  Relocate Technology classrooms to new Lang building.
C  Complete site work and connections to the Co-Gen.
D  Demolish the existing Brahan Hall.